
The Aleppo Medical Corps
looking for

EMT's   •  First Responders
Nurses   •  PA's

to stand ready for Medical
Emergencies at Shrine events

and Parades.

Help Wanted:

The Shriners Auditorium now has
AEDs throughout the building.

PLEASE CONTACT:

CAPTAIN EDWARD J. BURG

TEXT / CELL: 978-501-5525
EMAIL: MOOSEEB@VERIZON.NET

OR

SERGEANT MITCHEL D. SHAIR

TEXT / CELL: 617-686-0090
E MAIL: MITCH2508@GMAIL.COM

By MITCHEL D. SHAIR
EMT/SERGEANT
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THIS article is no substitution for properly
trained responders, we strongly recommend
everyone take CPR and First Aid classes

offered by the American Heart Association or Red
Cross. Grand Lodge is currently sponsoring such
classes contact them  or feel free to contact Sgt.
Mitch Shair of the Medical Corps for further
details.

Rules
1) Don't become a patient, look for what may have

taken down the other person. It takes two rescuers
minimum to properly care for a patient. If you go
down, not only are you of no help but valuable
resources will be tied up to care for you.

2) Protect yourself from body fluids, you don't
know what someone may have and they may not
know either. It's great to help but you don't want to
catch a lifelong disease and then possibly pass one
along.

3) Try not to break glass or create a higher haz-
ard than what already exists. Many cars now
unlock on a crash. If one door does not open, go to
another and try it. Spraying broken glass all over
everyone and everything if it is unnecessary only
makes things more difficult.

4) Do not move a victim unless it is necessary.  

You may re position a person to ensure a proper
airway. For any person found unconscious, it must
be assumed they have a spinal injury and care
should be taken to stabilize the head and spine dur-
ing any movement. This does not mean traction by
pulling the head up off the shoulders, it means any
movement must have a neutral effect on the posi-
tion of the spine trying to keep it fully in line.

A person found unconscious on their side or even
prone, breathing well with a good pulse and not
bleeding should not be moved if you are not trained
to move them. In case of an automobile, motorcycle
or similar traumatic force injury the C spine and

head should be support-
ed as found provided the
person can properly
breath. A person with
possible traumatic injury
should never be moved by
untrained personnel,
unless there is immediate
life threatening danger,
CPR or similar interventions
are required. To many times at
a scene of a crash the radiator is
the only thing steaming and well
minded bystanders rip the victims
out of the car. In reality with the best
of intentions they may be unnecessarily
risking paralysis or death of the people they
are trying to help.  

Things to remember:
Safety for the victim and rescuers.
Good airway (this item is Gold, nothing else

means anything if the airway is not clear).
Good blood circulation.
Major bleeding, severe wounds must be

addressed to prevent bleeding out. Direct pressure
does wonders. Avoid tourniquets if at all possible. If
needed note TK and time on the forehead. 

Has 911 been notified, are they fully informed of
the situation and can they easily find you.

Never ever give an unconscious, altered mental
status or otherwise unable to swallow person any-
thing by mouth, no food, water or meds.

Treat for shock as needed, pale sweaty, rapid
pulse, anxiety, nausea and vomiting are early indi-
cators of shock. Cover the person in a blanket but
do not overheat. If no spinal trauma is suspected,
raise the legs a little with a pillow, rolled up blan-
ket or similar item if the person is on a cold surface
and again no spinal issues are suspected roll the
person and get the blanket under them also.

Consider whether you
should be just be staying
with the victim and
monitor them or more
immediate life saving
interventions are need-
ed. Constantly re-check
and re evaluate.

Don’t be distracted by
issues that, while look
ugly, are not life threat-
ening. It's more impor-
tant to maintain an open

airway than treat a broken
limb or treat minor bleeding.

Even minor cuts on the head
can look bad but typically are

not life threatening provided
there is no blunt force head trau-

ma. Chest compressions are of little
good if each time you pump an open

artery spurts out.
If at all possible make sure someone is con-

stantly with and monitoring the victim until
help arrives. Do not be shy to answer the rescue
crews questions and do not be offended if they
immediately go to the victim and seem to ignore
you. Do not just walk away once they arrive they
still may want to interview you for valuable infor-
mation they feel you may have.

In this day and age of communication along with
well equipped and trained first responders survival
rates for the injured and medically ill are higher
than ever. Unfortunately seconds often count and
help is minutes or more away, knowing what to do
to help and in some cases what not to do that will
hurt can make the difference between survivability
or recovery times for the victim. CPR can be
learned in a one day class and first aid in another,
it is an easy and actually fun experience at a very
low cost.

Remember we would rather get to know you with
a fraternal handshake and brotherly conversation,
than kneeling at your side taking vitals.

We are constantly expanding our capability to
provide quality emergency care, so if you know any-
one who may be interested in becoming a Noble, or
any existing Noble's out there who would like to
join us at the Medical Corps, as a First Responder,
EMT, Nurse or Physician's Assistant to stand

ready for Medical Emergencies at Shrine
events and Parades, please contact us.

Captain Edward J. Burg
Text / Cell: 978-501-5525 

E-mail: mooseeb@verizon.net

or

Sergeant Mitchel D. Shair
Text / Cell: 617-686-0090 

E-mail: mitch2508@gmail.com

What To Do When Finding Someone Unresponsive
or Possibly Critically Injured


